Shooting technique

Shoot for
the sky
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“How far in front were you shooting?”
That’s the perennial and inevitable
discussion among all shotgun shooters
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t is the perennial and inevitable
discussion among shotgun
shooters. And the topic came up,
yet again, between my fellow Guns
on a Yorkshire high bird shoot
towards the end of last year.
There was a stiff south westerly
breeze and we were shooting Roy’s
Nab. Not a gale, but the wind
must have been 20 gusting
30mph. There is always a
good show of high partridges
off the top of a steep
conifer hillside, followed

by challenging pheasants. The Guns
stand in open meadowland, so it’s a good
spectator spot if there is a brief lull in the
action over your own peg.
The first covey of red-leg partridge
came over the gun-line to my left and they
were motoring; they were in a shallow
dive over the steeply sloping woodland.
A startled pigeon flies at about 40mph,
these partridges, going downhill with the
wind behind them must have been doing
60mph or 70mph; they were really shifting
and they were 20 to 30 yards high over the
Guns. Now, that is challenging shooting.
Particularly so, because like all partridges
they were taking different curling
flightlines. I saw some hit, but not many,
over a line of very competent Guns.

Performance review
The questions over sausage rolls in the
field after the Nab drive were “did you hit
any” and “how far in front
were you shooting”. That’s
the perennial question; how
much “lead” or forward
allowance?
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As for me. I missed with my first six
or eight shots. I increased the forward
allowance to a gap that stretched my
imagination. And I hit one, well now at least
I’d got the line and lead. But it was difficult
to reproduce the performance consistently;
I thought I was getting ahead of the target
by the same amount, but not every time did
I connect, or perhaps I wasn’t reading the
flightlines correctly. I needed a coach to
stand behind me!
Some partridges were crossing slightly to
my left, but the occasional one was over my
right shoulder; I was dancing around like
Darcey Bussell trying to get my feet set
up for each incoming target.
So that is what tough
driven shooting is
about. But how can
we prepare for
the job?
You have got
to have all of
your basics
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Laser simulation

Technique

Red Laser
Green Laser

Let’s go back to the club house or gun room and examine the visual process for
addressing the Roy’s Nab challenge.

Muzzle line
Fire

There are only three places on
the flightline of a target that
the shotgun can start:
A Behind the target to catch it up,
overtake and apply the lead.
B On the target, as we have
been examining here.
C In front of the target.
With curling or drifting game targets,
like the Roy’s Nab challenge or
their clay equivalents, systems
A and C have disadvantages.
With “catch it up and overtake”
or “swing through”, the shotgun is
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This simulation can be done in
the clubhouse or at home. The
“partridge” (red laser) is crossing from the
left-hand side along the ceiling line
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The gun is fully mounted to
the eye and shoulder and the
brain, hands and shotgun are locked
onto the target and its flightline.
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The shooter sees the target (red
laser) and the target’s possible
flightline as it travels along the ceiling
from the left.
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Continuing on the the
flightline, the gun (green
laser) then starts to smoothly pull
ahead of the target (red laser).
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The shooter points the muzzles of
the gun (green laser) at the target
and starts the gun mount to the cheek and
eye, keeping the muzzles on the target.
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Other shooting processes

Legend

When the correct lead or forward
allowance is established, the
gun is then fired and the smooth swing
continues through.

right; technique, stance, footwork, eye
dominance, gun fit, gun mount and so on.
Our discussion about the Roy’s Nab
experience centred on how individuals
apply lead for these fast targets or for very
high pheasant targets. J.W (no names, but
he is a very good Yorkshire high bird man)
said he gives the gun a flick to push ahead
of the bird, as the gun mounts to his cheek.
S.D in our club says “see ‘em, shoot ‘em”,
but that doesn’t help a coach give advice.
M. C-W, one of my coaching clients, says
he just puts more energy into the shot. I
think he means more speed of gun swing,
but he is reluctant to talk about it, in case
the “magic” leaves him.
J.R, one of my Institute coaching
colleagues, and a very high level
international coach, teaches “instinctive”
technique for Olympic skeet, but these are
reasonably reproducible targets.
But what can you, the intermediatecapability shot, do to address these
challenging targets, be they game or clay?
Give the gun a flick? Put in more energy?
See it shoot it? Keep it instinctive? That’s

accelerating quickly in a straight line; if
the target curls there is a real possibility
that the shotgun continues on the
wrong line.
With “start off ahead” or “maintained
lead” you are hoping the target
will follow the flightline you have
anticipated; if it doesn’t, the great
temptation is too stop the gun and wait
to see what happens to the target flight.
So, for the Roy’s Nab challenge, point
at the target and put the lead on… If the
target curls keep pointing and then put
the lead on. Oh, and keep your head on
the stock.
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“Different individuals
perceive forward allowance
pictures in different ways”
quite a bit of information. But if things
go wrong on fast partridges or high
pheasants, and you haven’t a clue of what’s
happening, you need to fall back on a
process that you can remember.
Without doubt the best system for
dealing with game targets and their
sporting clay equivalents is to: “point at the
target and pull ahead”.

Know your own perception
Different individuals perceive forward
allowance pictures in different ways. My
“give it more energy” and “see it shoot it”
friends are aware of very little gap between
gun and target, if any at all.
I personally am definitely aware that
I am shooting at thin air in front of the
target. My concentration is locked onto the

target, but I know where the gun is pointing
from peripheral vision. The geometry and
ballistics of shooting the same target, by
all of us, must be the same. In each case
the shotgun is pointing at thin air, but the
operator’s brain perceives the process
differently. The further away the target, or
the faster it is travelling, the greater the
“lead” required to allow the shot pattern
to get to the target and intercept it. It is
important that during practice you become
aware of how your personal perception
process works.
And, I have said it before, but be very
wary about listening to other’s advice on
the required “lead” for a particular target.
The recommendation may be coming from
someone at the “see it shoot it” end of the
perception spectrum! SG

